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Introduction 

The Qlik Associative Big Data Index (QABDI) delivers Qlik’s associative experience to Big Data, 

allowing users to freely explore and search big data while leaving the data where it resides.  

This capability provides a governed performant associative layer which can be deployed within 

sources such as Hadoop based data lakes, without the need to load the data into memory.   

Scenario 

The deployment supports a sample customer use case in which they have a requirement to derive 

value from a large volume of data to be analyzed with Qlik Sense, to allow a section of users to 

access all the data in a governed environment without impacting the source with SQL queries. A 

combination of approaches will be utilized including the deploying QABDI in conjunction with on 

demand app generation (ODAG).  The source data is a combination of open source travel data from  

Flights, New York Taxi, Chicago Taxi and New York City Bike websites. 

All data is in Parquet file format. The expectation is the data has been “prepared” prior to the 

indexing procedure.  The following environment is used to analyze this data:  

• Deployment of the QABDI machinery within AWS EKS. 

o 3 Tables, 66 columns 2.7Bn rows 

o 2 x i3.8xlarge Ubuntu EC2 instances (32 CPU, 244GB RAM) 

• A “live” application with an ODAG link 

• ODAG detail app to replace the source for QABDI instead of the database 

• An in-memory application using the QABDI selection GUI 

 

 

The following architecture in a two node AWS EKS Kubernetes cluster supports the scenario: 

https://www.transtats.bts.gov/Tables.asp?DB_ID=125&DB_Name=Airline%20Origin%20and%20Destination%20Survey%20%28DB1B%29&DB_Short_Name=Origin%20and%20Destination%20Survey
http://www.nyc.gov/
https://data.cityofchicago.org/
https://www.citibikenyc.com/system-data
https://parquet.apache.org/


 

 

 

A user logs into the Selection App in live 

mode which contains a series of 

dimensional selections in filter boxes and 

a KPI obect with a count. 

A user selects dimensional criteria in the 

selection app from filter boxes/charts and 

the map. After the governed limit is 

reached the navigation button on the 

toolbar becomes active with a green 

indicator. The user can then choose to 

generate a new application by 

dynamically reloading data from the 

QABDI and not the source database to 

generate the detail in memory app. 

 

 
 
 
 
 



The Completed Environments and Steps 

 

Two virtual machines have been provisioned and are both RUNNING at your working station: 

Virtual Machine 1: Qlik Sense Enterprise with QABDI functionalities enabled 

This image runs Windows with Qlik Sense Enterprise pre-install with QABDI functionality enabled. 

Qlik Sense February 2019 release and above are the only versions which can use the QABDI 

functionality and the following flags have been automatically set in this QMI image: 

 

In the settings file in C:\ProgramData\Qlik\Sense\Engine: 

 

[Settings 7] 

EnableBDIClient=1 

BDIAsyncRequests=1 

BDIStrictSynchronisation=0 

Chart recommendation feature that leads to complex expressions generated from drag-and-drops, 

not yet supported by QABDI, it has been disabled in C:\Program Files\Qlik\Sense\Capability 

Service\capabilities.json file with: 

 

{ 
  "flag": "DISABLE_AUTO_CHART", 
  "enabled": true 
} 

 

It also deploys three applications in My Work area of Qlik Sense: 

 

 
 



• All Trips: this is the selection app. It is using QABDI Live Mode. 

• Flight Details: template ODAG app for Flights data 

• Taxi and Bike Details: template ODAG app for Taxi and Bike data (not used in this WS) 

 
Virtual Machine 2: Qlik Associative Big Data Index (QABDI) 

This image runs Linux Ubuntu with a Kubernetes cluster (Minikube) where QABDI has been 

installed and deployed from jFrog Bintray using Helm.  

Content (Already Installed): 

• Ubuntu 18.04 

• Docker 

• Kubectl 

• Helm 

• Minikube 

 

It also contains “All_Trips_Small” source data (parquet files) and QABDI configuration files 

(field_mapping.file.json and indexing_setting.json) for this data. Besides, the source data has been 

already indexed by QABDI, so you don’t have to worry about the indexing phase for this workshop.  

QABDI exposes a model that can be requested with QSL queries. The model name is 

“alltripssmall”.  

Data source (Parquet) 

              

The parquet files are by default required in a 

specific folder structure with the folder suffix 

containing .table for the tables and .parquet for 

the groups of parquet files. 

https://docs.docker.com/install/linux/docker-ce/ubuntu/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/tools/install-kubectl/
https://helm.sh/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/setup/minikube/


 

indexing_setting.json 

The purpose of this file is to indicate where the source data/output index/mapping file for association are 

stored along with the model name (alltripssmall). 

{ 
    "output_root_folder": "/home/output", 
    "symbol_output_folder": "", 
    "index_output_folder": "", 
    "symbol_positions_output_folder": "", 
    "symbol_server_async_threads": 1, 
    "create_column_index_threads": 1, 
    "dataset_name": "alltripssmall", 
    "source_data_path":"/home/data/alltripssmall_source", 
    "field_mappings_file":"/home/ubuntu/dist/runtime/config/field_mappings_file.json", 
    "logging_settings_file": "" 
} 

 

field_mappings_file.json 

 

This file is required to specify the associations between the files (called A2A in the indexing process). 

{ 
  "field_mappings": [ 
      { 
       "column1": "Flights.Flight_Year", 
       "column2": "Link.link_flight_year" 
      }, 
      { 
       "column1": "Taxi_Bike_Trips.pickup_year", 
       "column2": "Link.link_pickup_year" 
      } 
   ] 
} 
 

IMPORTANT: The indexing process has been created already, the following steps show the 

process: 

1. Cluster creation 

• Bintray login to access the Docker containers and Helm chart: 
 
$ sudo docker login -u <bintray_user> -p <bintray_key> qlik-docker-  
 qabdi.bintray.io           

 

• Minikube cluster started: 
 
$ sudo minikube start --vm-driver=none         
 

• Helm initialized: 
 
$ sudo helm init           
 

http://qlik-docker-qabdi.bintray.io/
http://qlik-docker-qabdi.bintray.io/


• Helm repository containing the QABDI charts added: 
 
$ sudo helm repo add bt_qlik https://qlik.bintray.com/qabdicharts –username  
<bintray_user> --password <bintray_key>        
 

• Secret key creation for Docker image pull: 
 
$ kubectl create secret docker-registry artifactory-docker-secret \   
 --docker-server=qlik-docker-qabdi.bintray.io           
 --docker-username=<bintray_user>        
 --docker-password=<bintray_api_key>         
 --docker-email=<mail>          
 

• Bintray Helm chart repository synchronization: 
 
$ sudo helm repo update          
 

• Instantiation of all the pods into Minikube: 
 
$ sudo helm install bt_qlik/bdi --name qlik        

 

• Checking the running pods:  
 
$ kubectl get pods            
 

• External traffic access to the cluster for Qlik Sense QABDI connector using NodePort to 
access the QSL Manager pod: 
 
kubectl -n default patch service qlik-bdi-qslmanager --patch "$(cat   
/vagrant/files/qslmanagerNodePort.yaml)"       

• Qlik Sense will require a port number for connection. This port is normally 55000, Minikube 
is using NodePort for ingress and assigns ports in the range of 30000-32767, to get a list of 
available ports: 
 
sudo minikube service qlik-bdi-qslmanager –url      

 

2. Indexing Startup 

The QABDI indexing process requires the data to contain the necessary relationships within the files 

to facilitate automatic creation of the associative model, for example the same named keys must 

exist in tables which need associating.   

By organizing your Parquet files in a 3-level directory described previously the schema discovery 

phase of the initial indexing phase (start_services.sh) will infer the table names from their 

respective {table_name}.table directories. 

• Logging into to the Bastion pod: 
 
sudo kubectl exec -it qlik-bdi-bastion-69b787ff95-5pmcl bash    
 

• Navigating into the indexing folder on the Bastion pod to run the scripts which start the 
indexing services 

https://qlik.bintray.com/qabdicharts


 
cd /home/ubuntu/dist/runtime/scripts/indexer       
 

• Starting the indexing server: 
 
./start_indexing_env.sh          
 

• Checking the indexing status 
 
./service_manager.sh          
 
 

3. How the Index was Built – task_manager.sh 

Indexing initially scans the data and creates a series of json files in the output folder which contain 

details of the data types and source parquet files reference.  Indexlets and entries in the keyvalue 

DB (RocksDB) we will also create the relevant index output all using the task_manager.sh script. 

 

• Running the task manager: 
 
./task_manager.sh           
 

• Scanning the data: 
 
 1)  **** scan data for schema generation ****       

 
which scans the data for a schema and create a file which describes the source data 
(alltripssmall_schema.json) in home/data/alltripssmall_output/indexing/output/config/indexer, 

• Checking the schema generated: 
 
2)  view generated schema config         
 
The alltripssmall_schema.json files produced will also describe the data and can be 

used a reference when deciding on the correct columns for association: 

 

• Registering the schema: 
 
3) **** register schema (including table map for index maintenance) ***   
              
[console-info]-[000376] Sent rpc MaintainIndex - Status: SUCCESS    

• Creating the entries in the RocksDB key-value store: 

4) add indexing task         
             
[ss_srv-info]-[000504] Create symbol table for table 'flights' indataset   
'alltrips'... DONE           

• Creating the indexlet files in /alltripssmall_output/IndexOutput/alltripssmall: 



5) create column index    
                                                                      
[idx_srv-info]-[000038] Create indexlet for alltripssmall, vendor, Vendor_ID, 
idx_0... DONE 
[idx_srv-info]-[000038] Create indexlet for alltripssmall, vendor, Vendor_Name, 
idx_0... DONE 
[idx_mgr_srv-info]-[000076] Calculate SymbolPositions for task 0 

• Creating the a2a (association files) in /alltripssmall_output/A2AOutput  

 
 6) create a2a           

  



Exercise 1: Complete the QABDI Setup 

 

QMI image qmi-bdi-trips deploys QABDI in a Kubernetes cluster using Minikube. It has all the data 

source (All_Trips_Small parquet files) and configuration for the creation of the index and a pre-built 

set of index files.  

To complete the setup the cluster requires initializing. Start the indexing services to keep creating 

index if new parquet files are added. Start QSL services to manage QSL queries from Qlik Sense.  

IMPORTANT: You need to be connected to Internet 

1. SSH into the QABDI virtual machine: 

On your host machine open a terminal 

command window (cmd) and navigate to: 

C:/qonnFiles/workshops/279042-QABDI 

Then, execute:  

vagrant ssh 279042-QABDI-linux 

NOTE: if you are asked to enter a password 

then type vagrant 

 

 
Welcome to Ubuntu 16.04.5 LTS (GNU/Linux 4.4.0-116-
generic x86_64) 
 
 * Documentation:  https://help.ubuntu.com 
 * Management:     https://landscape.canonical.com 
 * Support:        https://ubuntu.com/advantage 
 
129 packages can be updated. 
79 updates are security updates. 
 
 
Last login: Mon Feb  4 14:49:41 2019 from 10.0.2.2 
vagrant@qmi-bdi-trips:~$ 
 
 
 

 

2. Check that all PODS for QABDI are 

Running in the Kubernetes cluster. 

To do that we use “kubectl” which is a CLI tool 

to interact with Kubernetes deployments.  

Execute:  

kubectl get pod 

 

 
vagrant@qmi-bdi-trips:~$ kubectl get pod 
NAME                                          READY   STATUS    RESTARTS   AGE 
qlik-bdi-bastion-5cdcc4f97d-dt9cx             1/1     Running   5          31h 
qlik-bdi-diskcache-csrx9                      1/1     Running   5          31h 
qlik-bdi-indexer-0                            1/1     Running   5          31h 
qlik-bdi-indexingmanager-55444d8dfc-w2zqd     1/1     Running   5          31h 
qlik-bdi-license-55d7c7d688-8xvn2             1/1     Running   17         31h 
qlik-bdi-qslexecutor-647bb98fdd-lflwm         1/1     Running   5          31h 
qlik-bdi-qslmanager-8fdb596d6-cgdbh           1/1     Running   5          31h 
qlik-bdi-qslworker-0                          1/1     Running   5          31h 
qlik-bdi-symbolserver-0                       1/1     Running   5          31h 
qmi-nfs-client-provisioner-8476c45ff9-cvbjw   1/1     Running   30         33d 

 
 

https://ubuntu.com/advantage


3. Start Indexing and QSL services (1):  

Open a Bash shell to the Bastion pod. This pod 

is used to manage and configure QABDI. 

Execute:  

kubectl exec -it qlik-bdi-bastion-5cdcc4f97d-dt9cx bash  

 
 
vagrant@qmi-bdi-trips:~$ kubectl exec -it qlik-bdi-bastion-5cdcc4f97d-
dt9cx bash 
 
root@qlik-bdi-bastion-5cdcc4f97d-dt9cx:/home/ubuntu# 

 
 
 
 
 

4. Start Indexing and QSL services (2):  

Start the Indexing services by executing the 

script: 

./dist/runtime/scripts/indexer/start_inde
xing_env.sh 

Wait for the execution to stop at line similar to 

the image.  

Then press Enter. 

 

 
 
/home/output/SymbolOutput/Symbol_0/alltripssmall/Flights/col_22... DONE 
[19-02-14T11:33:10:691]-[ss_srv-info]-[000017] Open 
/home/output/SymbolOutput/Symbol_0/alltripssmall/Flights/col_8... DONE 
[19-02-14T11:33:10:762]-[ss_srv-info]-[000017] Open 
/home/output/SymbolOutput/Symbol_0/alltripssmall/Flights/col_0... DONE 
[19-02-14T11:33:10:762]-[ss_srv-info]-[000017] Registered to registry service - id 
= Symbol_0 
 
root@qlik-bdi-bastion-69b787ff95-5pmcl:/home/ubuntu# 

 

 



5. Start Indexing and QSL services (3):  

Check index progress of the source data is 

completed 

Execute QABDI script:  

./dist/runtime/scripts/indexer/task_manag
er.sh 

This script will offer us a dialog to choose from 

different options. Select l) list task progress, by 

typing “l” (Enter). 

All processes for indexing should show at 

100% as it is shown with provided image. This 

is because the index has been already created 

and steps 1 – 6 have been already executed. 

Then select q) quit option by typing “q” (Enter) 

to exit. 

 
Choose Action: l 
[19-02-14 11:35:35:068]-[console-info]-[000264] Connect to qlik-bdi-
indexingmanager:55020 
[19-02-14 11:35:35:072]-[console-info]-[000264] Symbol Table creation progress 
at: 100% 
[19-02-14 11:35:35:072]-[console-info]-[000264] UnmappedColumn Index 
creation progress at: 100% 
[19-02-14 11:35:35:072]-[console-info]-[000264] Column Index creation progress 
at: 100% 
[19-02-14 11:35:35:072]-[console-info]-[000264] A2A creation progress at: 100% 
[19-02-14 11:35:35:074]-[console-info]-[000264] GetProgress finished. 
Running in interactive Mode: 
  Valid Options: (Options marked with **** are to be triggered to complete index 
creation. 
    h) help 
    1) **** scan data for schema generation **** 
    2)      view generated schema config 
    3) **** register schema (including table map for index maintenance) **** 
    a) **** start indexing creation full flow (option 4, 5 and 6) **** 
    4)      add indexing task 
    5)      create column index 
    6)      create a2a 
    l) list task progress 
    t) list indexing tasks 
    r) resume indexing task 
    s)      scan data to generate statistics (DO NOT USE IN NORMAL FLOW! Run 
Option 1 to generate schema) 
    q) quit 
    Choose Action: 

 

 

6 - Start Indexing and QSL services (4):  

Start QSL services 

Execute QABDI script:  

./dist/runtime/scripts/qsl_processor/star
t_qsl_env.sh 

Wait for the execution to stop at a line saying  

“Total indexlets: 5” 

Then press Enter. 

Then, exit Bastion pod by typing “exit” (Enter) 

 
[19-02-14T11:38:08:841]-[Wrk:qlik-bdi-qslworker-0.qlik-bdi-qslworker-info]-
[000061] A2AIndexlet mounted from folders 
Symbol_0/a2a_Link___link_pickup_year___Taxi_Bike_Trips___pickup_year/idx_0
/Link/col_1 and 
Symbol_0/a2a_Link___link_pickup_year___Taxi_Bike_Trips___pickup_year/idx_0
/Taxi_Bike_Trips/col_4 
[19-02-14T11:38:08:841]-[Wrk:qlik-bdi-qslworker-0.qlik-bdi-qslworker-info]-
[000061] Registry : done with a2a indexlet ( alltripssmall Link-Taxi_Bike_Trips, 0 ) 
[19-02-14T11:38:08:841]-[Wrk:qlik-bdi-qslworker-0.qlik-bdi-qslworker-info]-
[000061] A2A Indexlets mounted 
[19-02-14T11:38:08:841]-[Wrk:qlik-bdi-qslworker-0.qlik-bdi-qslworker-info]-

[000061] Total indexlets: 5 

 
 

 

We have now started the cluster and configured it ready for indexing new parquet files and 

accepting QSL queries. Exercise 1 is complete.   



Exercise 2: Prepare the Selection Application – All Trips 

Now we are going to use an on-demand application generation solution using QABDI as the source 

for the detail app (Flight Details) and a “Live” application as the selection GUI app (All Trips). The 

following describes the ODAG use case: 

Note: This workshop does not cover step by step ODAG methodology. 

 

All Trips app is a Live app agains the Big Data Index. We are going to modify that application for it 

to connect to the QABDI setup we just finshed configuration for.  

This application will act as our selection app for the On-Demand App Generation solution. 

1. Enable ODAG in QMC  

Click on the Qlik Managment Console icon on your 

desktop or open your browser and navigate to: 

https://qonn-sense/qmc 

Then, select the “On-demand app sevice” section 

and enable ODAG as the image to the right.  

Then Apply. 

 

https://qonn-sense/qmc


2. Open All Trips and Create QABDI connector 

Clink on the Qlik Sense Hub icon on the desktop or 

open your browser and navigate to the Hub: 

https://qonn-sense/hub 

Open All Trips app, this is our Live QABDI app 

that will act as our selection app. 

Open “Data Load Editor” and create a new 

connection. Select QABDI: 

Host: qmi-bdi-trips (this’s the host name where 

QABDI is running) 

Port: 31474 (mapped port for 55000 through 

NodePort) 

Data model: alltripssmall  (this was specified in 

indexing_setting.json file when the index was 

created). 

Name: alltrips-small  

Test connection is successful and Create. 

 

3. Edit Load script 

Use your newly created QABDI connection string. 

LIB CONNECT TO 'alltrips-small (qonn-sense_vagrant)'; 

And import the data model exposed by QABDI. 

IMPORT LIVE 'alltripssmall'; 

Finally, Load the data. It is a superfast load as it 

only loads metadata from QABDI.  

Note: value for CreateSearchIndexOnReload 

should be set to “0” as QABDI doesn’t currently 

support creating the search index on reload. 

 

https://qonn-sense/hub


 

The All Trips app is now visualizing a subset of data that is indexed by QABDI running in qmi-bdi-

trips virtual machine, which is All_Trips_Small dataset. 

Open the app, look at the fields and interact with it making some selections. Each object makes a 

QSL query to the QABDI index, and also each click you make triggers new QSL queries against 

QABDI where the associative experience and calculations for KPIs are performed. 

NOTE: Live QABDI apps only support, in this release, Listboxes and KPIs using count aggregation. 

This is our Live QABDI app and it will act as our selection app for the ODAG solution. 

Exercise 2 is complete. 

 

  



Exercise 3: Using ODAG with Selection Handles 

The load scripts for on-demand template apps contain connection and data load commands whose 

parameters are set by a special variable -  odb_setHandle that the on-demand app service uses for 

linkage. The odb_setHandle variable is used specifically for QABDI linkage and captures all the 

selection states from the selection app. 

 

This exercise reuses a copy of the Flight Details app in combination with odag using selection 

handles.  Let’s see how: 

1. Duplicate Flight Details 

Go to Qlik Sense Hub and refresh apps.  

Make a duplicate of app Flight Details. Resultant 

duplicated app should be named Flight Details(1) 

 

 

2. Clear script and open Select data dialog 

Go to Data Load Edit for the duplicated app – Flight 

Details(1) 

Delete all script in ODAG Section. It won’t be required for 

ODAG using selection handles. You can even rename 

the section name to QABDI Handles. 

1. Add a new alltripssmall connection string to the script 

section. 

2. Add the following script which includes the required 

variable to enable selection handles to be passed: 

TRACE Generated SELECTION STATE GUID: ; 

TRACE $(odb_setHandle); 

 

Flights: 

QSL SELECT 

 [ItinID],  

 [SeqNum],  

 

 

 



 [Coupons],  

 [Flight_Year],  

 [Flight_Quarter],  

 [Origin],  

 [OriginCountry],  

 [OriginState],  

 [Dest],  

 [DestCountry],  

 [DestState],  

 [TkCarrier],  

 [Passengers],  

 [FareClass],  

 [Distance] 

   FROM [alltripssmall].[Flights] 

AT STATE $(odb_setHandle); 

 

When the ODAG app is generated the 

odb_setHandle gets replaced with the GUID of the 

handle e.g.: 

 

[alltripssmall].[h6790741d_5ed5_496c_9a5b_fd47b4c165e2] 

Flight Details(1) app template is now ready to extract from QABDI and load in memory the slice of 

data indicated by the selection app. 

Exercise 3 is complete. 

 

 

 

 

 



Exercise 4: ODAG Link and Test 

Now let’s create an ODAG link in our selection app, All Trips. Remember that this is a Live app 

using QABDI. 

1. Create ODAG link 

Open All Trips app and navigate to Flights sheet.    

Go to Edit mode and delete INVALID old links. 

Create a new App navigation link with these values: 

Name: Flight Extract 

Template app: Flight Details(1) 

Expression: Count(MktID) 

Maximum row column: 1000 

Retention time: 1 hours 

Default view when opened: In Memory Slice…  

Then drag&drop it onto App navigation bar. 

Exit Edit mode: Done 

 



2. Test the ODAG link 

Select "Flight Year" = 2005, Ticket Carrier = AA, Fare 

Class = D.  

You should be down to 53 flights and ODAG link is active. 

 Select “Generate new app”. This will use current 

selections. 

Load progress should return NO errors and total lines 

fetched 53 (shown on image to the right). 

If you open this in-memory generated application, you 

should confirm that 53 flights were loaded. 

 

 

 

Go ahead and keep playing with the ODAG link, make other selections to slice the data differently 

and check the in-memory detail apps generated to check results.  

Exercise 4 is complete. 

 

  



Exercise 5: Using the QABDI Connector and Selection GUI 

As part of the product a QABDI connector has been developed which will allow users to extract data 

from the index using autogenerated script through the Data Load Editor (DLE) into an in-memory 

application.  

  

 

This exercise reuses a copy of the Flight Details app in combination with selections from the 

connector.  Let’s see how: 

1. Duplicate Flight Details 

Go to Qlik Sense Hub and refresh apps.  

Make a duplicate of app Flight Details. 

Resultant duplicated app should be named 

Flight Details(2) 

 

 



2. Clear script and open Select data dialog 

Go to Data Load Edit for the duplicated app – 

Flight Details(2) 

Delete all script in ODAG Section. It won’t be 

an ODAG template app anymore. You can 

even rename the section name to QABDI 

Extract. 

Open the “Select data” dialog. 

 



3. Insert the script 

From the dialog select all fields from table “Flights”. And make these field selections: 

Flight Year = 2005, TkCarrier = AA and Dest = ATL 

 

Dialog should read only 27 rows were selected. 

Then click on “Insert script”. The script will contain the following elements: 

• The set handle reference containing filter as a GUID: 

SET $bdiHandle = 

'[alltripssmall].[hdfa71c23_3796_4732_8b2a_bfcfcf7c0b28]'; 

• A default limit for the number of rows of data (MaxRowsPerTable) is set to 10,000 which 

can be changed for a higher volume, this is controlled by an initial count before extraction 

resulting in the script exiting if the limit is breached: 

 

LET MaxRowsPerTable = 10000; 

BDI CONNECT TO 'alltripssmall qmi-bdi-trips:32250'; 

 

[Flights]: 

QSL Select count(*) as nRows0 from [alltripssmall].[Flights] at STATE 

${$bdiHandle}; 

let nFilteredRows = Peek('nRows0',0,'Flights'); 

TRACE 'nFilteredRows' = ${nFilteredRows}; 



if( nFilteredRows > MaxRowsPerTable ) then  

TRACE 'Too many rows to import for Flights'; 

 Exit Script; 

end if 

• QSL script itself for each table in the model. 

4. Load data and check result 

Load the data and open the app to check that 

only 27 flights were loaded into this in-memory 

app. 

Keep playing with the QABDI connection select 

data dialog to insert new load scripts and 

extract in memory different slices of data. 

 

 

Exercise 5 is complete. 

 

  



Exercise 6 (optional): Prepare the Details App for ODAG with 

value selections 

The details app (Flight Details) script contains all the components required to generate an app 

based on selections from the analysis app.  

In this exercise we will modify some of the subroutines and variable settings to enable the 

application to extract data from the index created in the previous exercises as opposed to extracting 

from the source data lake/database with an ODBC connection.   

The aim will to be to replace the WHERE_CLAUSE variable creation, usually used for ODAG and 

ODBC connections, with a selection state clause using QSL syntax.  

1. Open Flight Details app and enter “Data Load Editor”  

Select ODAG section from the panel on the left. 

2. Modify first subroutine – ExtendSelectionState 

Modify the first subroutine (ExtendWhere) to convert the WHERE_PART generation to generate a 

dynamic SELECTION_STATE statement. 

• Rename the subroutine to ExtendSelectionState 

• Replace all instances of WHERE_PART with SELECTION_STATE 

• Modify the SELECTION_STATE generation to create syntax for the selection state format 

and to cater for multiple selection state criteria (note string replacement will be required). 

First the WHERE and IN clause needs to be replaced with QSL syntax, the main change is 

to substitute the model name into the statement [alltripssmall] with a “.1” suffix to indicate 

current selections. 

 

LET SELECTION_STATE = '{ [alltripssmall].1 <$(ColName)={$(Values)}>} '; 

 

second to cater for multiple selection states and the format required some string 

replacement is required: 

 

LET SELECTION_STATE = replace('$(SELECTION_STATE)','>}', ',') &' $(ColName)={ $(Values) }>}';  

 



• The subroutine should look as follows (Note ensure you have each SELECTION_STATE 

statements in the correct place (copy and paste if you like): 

 

SUB ExtendSelectionState(Name, ValVarName) 

  LET T = Name & '_COLNAME'; 

  LET ColName = $(T); 

  LET Values = $(ValVarName); 

  IF len(Values) > 0 THEN 

   IF len(SELECTION_STATE) > 0 THEN 

        LET SELECTION_STATE =  replace('$(SELECTION_STATE)','>}', ',') &' $(ColName)={ $(Values) 

}>}'; 

    ELSE 

       LET SELECTION_STATE = '{ [alltripssmall].1 <$(ColName)={$(Values)}>} '; 

    ENDIF 

  ENDIF 

END SUB; 

3. Change quoting char for SELECTION_STATE in CALL BuildValueList 

From line 60 to 106 you can see the field passed from the selection app. Notice fields Origin, 

Dest, Flight_Year, TkCarrier and FareClass are passed from the selection app to slice the 

portion of data to be extracted. 

For each of this fields bound modify the quoting options in the CALL BuildValuelist 

statements to cater for the QSL syntax, by changing the ASCII character code 0.  

CALL BuildValueList(‘whatever the field binded’, 'OdagBinding', 'VAL', 0); 

  



4. Use your QABDI connection string and reference the modified subroutine 

Use your QABDI connection string. Make sure you set initial empty value for SELECTION_STATE 

variable. 

Then, the script loops through all field bindings and should CALL the modified subroutine 

(ExtendSelectionState). 

 

5. QSL set handle statement 

Next, create a QSL set handle statement which will reference the SELECTION_STATE variable 

and will be applied to the fact table to filter the data: 

QSL SET hPassedSelection = $(SELECTION_STATE); 

 



6. Modify LOAD of Flights fact table  

To ensure QSL is generated: 

• replace SELECT for QSL SELECT 

• replace the table name with the model name and table: [alltripssmall].[Flights] 

• add the AT STATE with the hPassedSelection set handle statement to apply the state at 

the end of the load script:  

AT STATE hPassedSelection; 

Entire Load statement (including QSL handle) below: 

 

7. Save the application 

Save and close - DO NOT LOAD  



8. Create another ODAG link 

Open All Trips app and navigate to Flights sheet.    

Create a new App navigation link with these values: 

Name: Flight Extract2 

Template app: Flight Details 

Expression: Count(MktID) 

Maximum row column: 1000 

Retention time: 1 hours 

Default view when opened: In Memory Slice…  

Then drag&drop it onto App navigation bar.  

You should have two ODAG links by now: Flight Extract (from exercise 4) and Flight Extract2. 

Exit Edit mode: Done 

Play with the same selection you made at exercise 4 and execute the ODAG link named Flight 

Extract2 you just created. 

 

You should get same 53 results in the new generated ODAG app, same as you obtained in exercise 

4. 

 

You are finished with Exercise 6 and the workshop is complete. 

 

THANK YOU!! 

 


